Lockdown and how it has affected me
The year is 2020 and the month is June and I have been in official lock down for the past 12 weeks
and 1 day since the 23rd March.

Life as I know it has been turned on its head- there have been many good and bad points of Lock
Down, good points include- starting my day at a more leisurely pace without any rushing about, life
is taking a slower pace. I can have later nights because I can wake up earlier than I need to, I know
how to properly use the petrol lawnmower. I even went to my neighbors houses to cut their grass.
The bad things about Lock Down are
1) No social interaction outside the house
2)Not seeing birth family
3)Not being able to browse the DVD's at Asda.

I have spent a lot of time watching my neighbor having lots of people coming and going and taking a
lot of risks by allowing her daughters to run around and share bikes with other households children. I
have also seen a few other people my age with their children which makes me wonder why can I not
do the same.

Other schools have either sent the school work on paper, or online and some work on paper and just
online without any class chats so no one but that household can see if they are completing the work.

I have been surprised to see that other households aren't sticking to social distancing and Lock down
rules. Ld has had mostly positive impacts on the environment:
1)Pollution has cleared over major countries including China and America
2)Cleaner air and an increase of visibility
3)Clearer water
But it has also had one major impact which is covering inside pollution and loss of wild animals
which is littering, when Lockdown was lifted a bit so people could go for picnics
people haven't been picking up any of their rubbish these people should be forced by the
government to stay in their houses because houses like mine actually follow the lock down rules but
we don't want to put the family at risk after all it is trips down to the beach or picnic areas which are
getting over flowing by people who aren't following the rules which does effect the R rate the
Government desperately need to sort it out because we can't have any nice treats like going for a
stroll round the supermarket or even have a calm picnic anywhere we can't even have a sit down
because of all the crowds of people who do not follow these rules.

